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We prove that under certain assumptions if lu + b’u = 0, b > 0, where I is an 
operator Schrijdinger equation defined in section 2 and u exp(-br) --t 0 as r -+ 03 
then u E L*. This result shows in particular that the resonant states behave exactly 
as O(r-’ exp(ikr)) as r -+ co. It also provides dichotomy theorems in a general 
situation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a Schriidinger operator h = -V’ + V(x). x E R-’ with a 
compactly supported potential. ‘Its resolvent kernel G(x. J’, k) is a 
meromorphic function of k = Eli’, where E is the energy parameter. The 
poles of G in Im k ( 0 (or the second sheet of the Riemannian surface of 
fi) are called resonances. The corresponding solutions of the homogeneous 
equation hy = k2ty, I,U - r-’ exp(ikr) exponentially growing as r = Ix + co. 
are called the resonant states. It is easy to prove that if ty exp(-ikr) + 0 as 
r + co then I,U E L2(lR3) and v = O(r-’ exp(-ikr)) as r 4 00. In particular. if 
V(x) is real-valued potential and k = -ib, b > 0, then rt,u exp(-ikr) -+ 0, 
r + co, implies that either k = ib corresponds to the bound state with the 
energy E = -b2 or w E 0. We prove this and a more general result for an 
operator equation. This generalization includes complex-valued potentials. 
Our result for the Schrodinger operator is of the dichotomy type obtained 
by T. Kato [ 1, Theorem 31. His result roughly speaking says that if 
Au+q(x)u=O, Ixl>R,, xER3, Re(exp(i0) q(x)} < 0. / 191 < 742, then 
either u(x) grows as Ix] -+ co or it decays. In the problem of resonant states 
we obtained actually a precise order of the growth. In [5 ] and [6] one can 
find some other results on dichotomy for ordinary differential equations and 
for the Schriidinger equation. 
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2. MAIN ASSUMPTIONS AND THE RESULT 
Let H be a Hilbert space and L*((a,, a*) H), Cn((a,, a,), H) denote the 
standard spaces of the abstract functions of a real parameter a, < r < a,. Let 
lu = -@p(r) 3) u + A(r) u + h(r) u = -b%, b > 0, r > 0, (1) 
a = $, u E C2((0, oo), D(A)), D(A) E D(A(r)) = l&4(0)), (2) 
dJ<p(r)<d,L 4 > 0; A(r)=A,(r)+A,(r), AJr)>Q 
operators 
and 
p(r), A(r), w(r) are self-adjoint, 
p(r), w(r) are bounded and continuous in r; 
there exist R, and 6 > 0 such that 
(4) 
(4') 
- Rm (A,(r)u,u)dr i 
<c r-‘{lavl’ + (AOv, v) + r-l-’ Ivl’) dr + R-” Iv(R)I’ 
t 
(5) 
for R > R,, 
cZ<p(r)<c,Z, Z-p(r) > -cr-‘-‘I, 
4 -cr -1-6Z<p’=-<c,r-dZ 
dr 
and c denotes various positive constants, Z is the identity on H. 
Our main assumption is 
(l)-(6) hold. 
Below -+O means +O as r-+ 03. Let 
1 u ( exp(-br) + 0. 
Our main result is as follows. 
(7) 
(8) 
THEOREM. If (7) and (8) hold then u E L’((R,, co), H). 
Remark 1. A resonant state ye for a Schriidinger equation in IR’ satisfies 
the equation 
(-V2+ l')y/= -b2i,u. (3) 
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This equation can be written as 
-y” - 2r-‘ty’ - r-‘A*ty + Vyl= -b2w, (10) 
where A * is the angular part of the Laplacian. Let us set H = L ‘(S’), where 
S2 is the unit sphere in IR3, A, =-+-‘A*, A, = Re V, w  = Im V, w  = r-‘u, 
p(r) = Z, b > 0. Then (10) takes the form (l), and the assumption 
ry exp(-br) + 0, takes the form (8) which implies that w  E L2(iR3). From 
this it is easy to see that IJI = O(r-’ exp(br)) or 1 = O(r-’ exp(-br)). In this 
example all the assumptions (l)-(6) but (5) hold automatically. Assumption 
(5) holds if (Re V)- <cr-lPb, 6 > 0. Here (Re V)- = -Re VB(Re I’). 
B(x) = 0, x < 0, 6(x) = 1, x > 0. 
Remark 2. We could define a as d/dr + ib(r) but in most cases this 
generalization is not very important and makes the proof more technical. 
The case when b in (1) is a complex number can also be handled. 
3. PROOF 
Let f = exp(-br) u. 
Then 
i,f=-&@af)+Af+iwf-Zbpf’--bp’f+(l -~)b2f=O. (11) 
From (8) it follows that 1 f I+ 0. Therefore lim infdf,f )’ = 
liminf2Re(f’,f)=O and from (d/dr)Ifijj’=@‘f,f)+2Re@f’,f) and 
(6) it follows that lim inf Re@f ‘,f) = 0. We will use this in the following 
form: there exists a sequence Rj + +co such that {lp"'fl + l@f',f)l}lrzR,+ 0. 
After integrating by parts one gets the following identity: 
O=~j~Re)]pRI(l,Lf)dr= (mi@f'.f')+(AJf) -I4 
+(A,.Lf)+b2((1 -pMf)Idr+ Wf,f)+Re@f'7f)llr=R 
= T+ 0.5 exp(-2bR)-$ (exp(2bR)@f,f)} - OS(p%f). 
Here T denotes the integral term. From (12), (5) and (6) we get 
O>lRm ([@f',f')+(Aof,f)](1-cr-S~-cr-'-*If12}dr 
+~exp(-2br)-&(exp(2br)~~f)}-cR~dIf(R)12. 
(12) 
(12’1 
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Let us multiply (12’) by dRd-‘, 0 < d < 6, d< 1, and integrate over (R, 03). 
We find 
jRm trd - ~~){@f’,f’) + (&.Lf)l dr + bd jRa rd-‘@.f> dr 
< c@f,f)l,,a Rd-'. (13) 
We have used in deriving (13) estimate (6) and the identities 
em I R exp(-2br) -$ (@f, f) exp(2br)} rd-’ dr 
= +??f )ir=R Rd-' - jRw @f,f)[(d - 1) rd-’ - 2brd-‘1 dr, 
I 
g(t) dt = far; d&(t) 
td-Rd 
d . 
:R 
(14) 
From (13) it follows that 
Integrating (13) in R over (R, co) and using (15) we get 
.* 
I -R rdt'{bf',f')+ &Af)ldr+jRm rd@Jf)dr 
<c [*(pJ;f)rdm’drgc,. 
-R 
(16) 
Repeating this argument we prove that for any m > 0 the inequality holds 
jmr*[@f',f')+ &Jf)+ @f.f )ldr< 0~). (17) 
R 
Let f, = r”” f = r-“f,. From (11) it follows that 
m(m+ 1) 
O=~zfm=4fm- g Pfm + $Ef;+;p'f,++fm. (18) 
We now start with the identity 0 = J’F (1, f,, f,) dr and using estimates 
similar to (12) and (12’) derive the inequality 
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+ + exp(-24 -&- kxp(2ar)@f, .f,) I 
where Nj, j = 0, 1, 2 are some constants, 0 < 6 < 1 and a = b - 6,/2 > 0. 
From (19) and the first inequality (6) it follows that 
(d/dr){exp(2ar)@f,,f,)} ,< 0 for all sufficiently large r. Therefore 
(fm(r), f,(r)) < c exp(-2ar). Let g = f exp(ar). It is clear from the preceding 
inequality that rm( g, g) -+ 0 for m = 1,2, 3 ,.... 
Let us note that 
O=l,g=--8@8g)+(A+iw)g-d,pg!+:(l--p)g 
AS above we start with the identity 0 = /r (I, g, g) dr and come up with 
the inequality 
o>(= [@&g)+(A,g,g)](l -cr-‘)+ [b2+cr+] (g,g)[ dr 
I 
+~exp(--S,R)~lexp(G,R)@g,g)}-CR-’-~(g.g)l.,. 21) 
Let us multiply (21) by 6, exp(G,R) and integrate in R over [R, co). Since 
6, > 0 can be considered very small and R > 0 very large we derive that 
fx @g, g) exp@, 4 dr < co. (22) 
-R 
But g =f exp(ar) = u exp( (-b + a) r} and 2b = 2a + 6, (see the line after 
formula (19)). Therefore (22) is equivalent to the inequality 
1: @u, u) dr < co (23 1 
From (23) and the first inequality (6) the conclusion of the theorem follows. 
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Remark 3. We could consider instead of 1 the operator I+ a(r)(d/dr) 
under the following assumptions: 
1 a(r)1 = cr -(‘+‘)/*(or r ](d/dr)(Re a(r))1 
+ 1 Re a(r)1 + (Im a(r)1 r(‘-‘)‘* < cr-‘). 
Remark 4. Let 9~ = - C:,j=, a,(a,(x) a,) + CJ”= 1 Cj(X) 8, + q,Jx) + 
ql(x) is defined in L*(F?“) or in the exterior of a bounded domain with a 
smooth boundary. Let the following assumptions hold: aj = a/ax, - ib,(x), 
Im b,(x) = 0, cj(x), q,,(x) and q,(x) are complex-valued functions, ICj(X)l < 
c(1 + Ix])-(‘+c)‘*, (bj(X)] <c, a,(x) = ZJx) (the bar denotes complex 
conjugation), (a,(x) - S,I ( c( 1 + ] x I)-‘, s > 0, 
. 
6, = 1 i=j 
=o i#j 
I&Z,j/8X,( < C(1 + IXI)-‘-E, ami is uniformly elliptic, Re qo(x) > -cr-le6, 
and there exists a function F(x) E H,‘,, such that IF(x)] < c( 1 + lx])-(’ +“‘*, 
q1 = dF/dr. Then Y can be written (in special coordinates) in the form (1) 
and the theorem from Section 2 holds for 9. The special coordinates are 
similar to the ones used in [4]. 
Remark 5. The theorem can be applied to the Schrodinger operator with 
the spin-orbital interaction which is of interest in nulcear physics. Spectral 
analysis of this operator was given in [2]. Methods given in [3] lead to a 
considerable generalization of the results in [2] and the related new results 
will be published elsewhere. 
4. INTEGRAL DIFFERENTIAL INEQUALITY 
Let us outline a simple method of deriving the decay estimates for 
solutions of (1). We assume that p(r) = 1 and consider the abstract equation 
in the Hilbert space 
-j-“+Af-2bf’=O, b > 0, IfI -, 0. (24) 
This equation is similar to (1 1 ), but we took w(r) = 0 and our assumption 
about A is the following 
.m 
!  
s(r) exp(2br) dr < 00, where s(r) I > (-Re A)+. (25) 
R 
Here (-Re A)+ denotes the positive part of the bounded self-adjoint operator 
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-Re A. This is we assume that A = A, + A,, where A, is self-adjoint 
nonnegative while A, is bounded so that (-Re A), = (-Re A ,)+ , Re A, = 
(A 1 + A F)/2. These assumptions are satisfied for the Schrodinger equation in 
which case 
A=-v-~A* + V(r;w),(-ReA), = Ff$-Re V(r,w),O}. 
Multiplying (24) by f and integrating over (R, co) one finds 
@’ + 2b@ < 2 ).m s(r) Q(r) dr, 
-I 
(26) 
From (26) it follows that Q, exp(2br) = u satisfies the inequality 
tj’ < 2 exp(2bR) jrn s(r) exp(-2br) L’ dr. (27) 
R 
Since lexp(-2br) VI = I@) f c we conclude from (27) and (25) that 
1 v’ I< c ICC s(t) exp(2bt) dt < c, 
‘R 
and 
v(x) - v(r) = 2 IX dt exp(2bt) jrn s(P) exp(-2bt’) u dt’ 
i- -1 
I  
= 2 ,(a dt’vs exp(-2bt’) [m’“‘.‘.r ’ exp(2bt) df 
r -r 
< c luJ dt’s(t’)[exp{ 26 min(x, r’)} - exp(2br) I 
-I 
6 const. (28) 
Therefore SUP,>~ u(r) < c,, @ < c, exp(-2br). We have proved 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (24) and (25) hold and (f,f)- 0. Then (.Lf) < 
c exp(-2br). 
For the equation 
--u”+Au+b*u=O, b > 0, (29) 
we have 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let (29) and (25) hold and 1 uf exp(-br) + 0. Then 
If.4 1 exp(br) & c. 
Proof. Multiplication of (29) by u and integration over (r, co) yield 
0 = la [by u, u) + Re(Au, U) - Re(u”, u)] dr 
-r 
Thus 
= j’m [b2(u, u) + Re(Au, u) + (u’, u’) + 2b Re(u’, u)] dr 
-r 
+blu(r)12++$lU(r)12. 
exp(-2br) d 
2 z ievGW lW12J 
.LI 
= - 1 [b’ 1~1’ + lu’l’ + 26 Re(u’, u)] dr 
-, 
00 
- 
I 
Re(Au, u) dr < 
r J 
-00 
s(r’) Ju12 dr’. 
r 
Therefore 
f (exp(26r) Iu(r)l’} < 2 exp(2k)!.a‘ s(t) 1~1~ dt, 
r 
and, since I u I ,< c, 
exp(2br) 1 u(r)l’ < q, + c 1.’ exp(26r) [m s(t) dt 
. ro -r 
< c0 + c, [m dt s(t) exp( 26 min(t, r)} 
- 10 
<c,+c, i 
O” dt s(t) exp(26t) & c. (30) 
ro 
Proposition 2 is proved. 
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